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Cluster computers provide a low-cost alternative to multiprocessor systems for many applications. Building a cluster computer is within the reach of any computer user with solid C programming skills and a knowledge of operating systems, hardware, and networking. This book leads you through the design and assembly of such a system, and shows you how to mearsure and tune its overall performance.  A cluster computer is a multicomputer, a network of node computers running distributed software that makes them work together as a team. Distributed software turns a collection of networked computers into a distributed system. It presents the user with a single-system image and gives the system its personality. Software can turn a network of computers into a transaction processor, a supercomputer, or even a novel design of your own.  Some of the techniques used in this book's distributed algorithms might be new to many readers, so several of the chapters are dedicated to such topics. You will learn about the hardware needed to network several PCs, the operating system files that need to be changed to support that network, and the multitasking and the interprocess communications skills needed to put the network to good use.  Finally, there is a simple distributed transaction processing application in the book. Readers can experiment with it, customize it, or use it as a basis for something completely different.     

       About the Author

Alex Vrenios is the founder and principal analyst at the Distributed Systems Research Lab, a technical consulting group specializing in the performance measurement and analysis of distributed computing architectures.  He holds a BS and MS in Computer Science, is the author of numerous articles, and is a member of both the ACM and the IEEE.  He started his computing career more than 30 years ago, working with communications and data transmission software on mainframe computers.  He made the transition to a networked C/UNIX environment, learned about interprocess communications distributed algorithms and cluster computing, and never looked back.
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Kindle Fire Application Sketch BookApress, 2011

	Think you have the next great Kindle Fire app idea? The Kindle Fire Application Sketch Book is an essential tool for any aspiring Kindle Fire developer. This sketch book makes it easy to centralize and organize your ideas, featuring enlarged Kindle Fire templates to write on. Professionally printed on high-quality...
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Endocrine Hypertension: Underlying Mechanisms and Therapy (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2012

	The prevalence of hypertension is almost three times as high as that of diabetes mellitus type 2, with both conditions being major risk factors for stroke, ischemic heart disease, cardiac arrhythmias, and heart failure.  The exact prevalence of hypertension related to hormonal derangements (endocrine hypertension) is not known but...
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Journey into Mathematics: An Introduction to Proofs (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2006
Instructors have observed, when teaching junior level courses in abstract algebra, number theory, or real variables, that many students have difficulty out of proportion to the level of difficulty of the material. In an abstract algebra course introducing groups and rings, students' struggles are not affected by the changing of texts, instructors,...
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The Painter: A novelKnopf, 2014

	Peter Heller, the celebrated author of the breakout best seller The Dog Stars, returns with an achingly beautiful, wildly suspenseful second novel about an artist trying to outrun his past.

	

	Jim Stegner has seen his share of violence and loss. Years ago he shot a man in a bar. His marriage disintegrated. He grieved the...
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Introduction to Random Signals and NoiseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Random signals and noise are present in many engineering systems and networks. Signal processing techniques allow engineers to distinguish between useful signals in audio, video or communication equipment, and interference, which disturbs the desired signal.    

    With a strong mathematical grounding, this text...
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Hesitant Fuzzy Sets Theory (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2014

	This book provides the readers with a thorough and systematic introduction to hesitant fuzzy theory. It presents the most recent research results and advanced methods in the field. These includes: hesitant fuzzy aggregation techniques, hesitant fuzzy preference relations, hesitant fuzzy measures, hesitant fuzzy clustering algorithms and...
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